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Read theory sentence completion 1 level 8 answers

No Text Content! READTHEORY Name________________ Date________________• Completion of Sentences 3 Level 8Directions: Complete a sentence using a word or set of words for each blank that best fits the theme of the sentence as a whole.1. Although Peter doesn't seem to be 5 years old. Jacob's mom and dad should both be especially __, he easily became __ him
from his sleep because of the _____ players on the team. He's been sleeping through his alarm. A. brawny... Strongest A. Fluctuating B. Athletics... B. the weakest give C. husky ... bravest C. lull D. smooth ... solid D. shaking E. intelligent ... E. rouse2 fastest. For ____ discussion about 6. In an attempt to ensure that no one novels, the teacher asks him to find evidence of his
crimes, dean students a series of questions about the attempt to ___ it from his themes. Researchers. A. advocate A. condemns B. rushed B. sanctify C. exacerbate C. hide D. facilitate inmate D. E. perplex E. contemplate3. Although the lawyer is not directly 7. The bombing of Pearl Harbor stated that the witness was a liar, an act of hostility ___ , and a United jury was able __
that the Americans reacted to a blatant act with a witness is not a ___ declaration of war against Japan. A. understand... valuable A. Clandestine B. imagine... scandal B. a overt C. infer ... C. the trustworthy, the inconspicuous D. concludes... like D. E. is ambiguously imposing... Honestly E. a petty4. Helicopter _______ above scene 8. Allen Ginsberg's poem offers _______
accidents and lingering on low insights into altitude counterculture. 1950s; his writing gives the reader a deep understanding of the soaring Beat A. movement. B. drift C. superior A. deep D. collided B. scientific E. invaded C. cryptic D. shallow E. shallow© Copyright Read Theory LLC, 2012. All rights reserved. 1Answers and Explanations1) AThe main clue in this question is the
word though, which sets the opposite relationship between how Peter doesn't seem to be very and what he really is. The missing words describe what does not seem to be him and what is actually being watched, so they must be synonymous to maintain the opposite relationship. Brawny means strong and muscular, while means to have the most power and ability to move heavy
objects. These words have the same meaning, so the choice (A)is correct. (B) is not true because it does not give a pair of words of the same meaning. Athletic means strong and fit, while frailestmeans are weakest and smoothest. These words are opposite to each other. (C) is not true because it does not give a pair of words of the same meaning. Husky means strong or stocky,
while the bravest daredevil. These words do not have a relationship that for being strong is not the same as being brave. (D) is not true because it is not a pair of words of the same meaning. Smooth means fragile or easily damaged, while the densest means the densest. These words have no clear connection. (E) is not true because it does not give a pair of words of the same
meaning. Smart means smart, while fastest means fastest. These words have no clear relationship.2) DThe main clue in this question is the phrase the teacher asks his students a series of questions. This illustrates what theteacher does to influence discussions about class novels. By asking specific questions, teachers easily start or encourage ongoing discussions, so the
missing word should mean pushing or starting. Since facilitating it to make the process easier, the option (D) is correct. (A) is not true because advocates mean defending or supporting. Nothing in the prompt implies that the teacher needs to defend the novel discussion. Discussions do not appear to take place under any threat or attack. (B) is not true because haste means
speeding. Nothing in the prompt implies that teachers need to make an impact happen faster. There are no clues in the command that refer to speed or time. (C) is not true because exacerbating means exacerbating or intensifying. Nothing in the prompt implies that the teacher's question makes the discussion worse. (E) is wrong because confusion means confusing. Nothing in
the prompt implies that the teacher's question makes its impact more confusing.3) The main clue in this question is the word though, which indicates a negative or opposite relationship between the two parts of the sentence. This means that the clause containing the missing words describes something unexpected, given that theattorney does not directly state that the witness is a
liar. If the jury still knew that the witness was a liar, this would be theopposite of what was expected. Therefore, the first word that is lost must describe the actions or conclusions of the jury, while these missing words must mean honest, because it is modified by not the one who preceded it. Since infer means concluding something from evidence rather than explicit statements,
while trustworthy means reliable or honest, the choice (C) is correct. (A) it is not true because it does not set up a logical relationship. Understanding means understanding or understanding mentally, while means are invaluable. Although the jury can implicitly understand that the witness is a liar, being a liar does not make a person worthless, so this choice does not work. (B) is
incorrect because it does not set up a logical relationship. Imagine the meaning of forming a concept or mental image of something, while scandal means embarrassingly bad. Not words that will work in context, because imagining is not the same as educating and scandal is not the same as being honest. (D) is for not arranging a logical relationship. Deduce means to draw
conclusions from something that is not recognized or assumed, while the preferred way is fun and easy to like. Although lawyers may have concluded that the witness was a liar, the conclusion is not the same as understanding the clues. Moreover, being a liar doesn't necessarily mean someone is disliked. (E) is wrong for not arranging a logical relationship. Imposing means
placing something by force, while honest or sincere. Although the jury may have gathered from lawyers that the witness was dishonest, it was well known to force the idea on anyone.4) B The main clues in this question are the word and, used to link parts of the sentence stating similar information. Thismeans that there is a connection between what the helicopter did above the
crash scene and the fact that it lingered at low altitudes. The missing word should, therefore, describe lingering above the scene. Since hovered means keep inone places in the air, option (B) is © Copyright Read Theory LLC, 2012. All rights reserved. 2(A) is not true because soaring means flying at great altitudes. This is the opposite of what prompts mean when thehelicopter is
said at low altitudes. (C) is wrong because winning means exceeding or winning. This word has nothing to do with flying through the air. (D) is incorrect because colliding means clashing, being hit, or making a collision. Nothing in the prompt implies that his helicoptercrashed into anything in the air. (E) is not true because storm disseran means moving hard or angry. There is
nothing in the prompt that implies that the helicopter was moving in a violent or threatening manner.5) EThe's main clue in this question is due, which indicates a causal relationship between the two clauses of thissentence. This meant that because Jacob had slept through his alarm, his parents had to do something. The alarm clockusually wakes a person, so follows that his
parents have to wake him up. Because rouse means to wake up or take out ofsleep, the choice (E) is correct. (A) is incorrect because fluctuating means shifting uncertainly or in waves. This doesn't work because fluctuating is not the same as waking up. (B) is incorrect because it provides the means to hand over or hand over. It's not related to waking someone up at all. (C) not
true because lull means calming or resting. This is the opposite of what Jacob's parents tried to do. (D) is not true because shaking means shaking involuntarily or shivering. This does not work because shaking is not the main clue sameas waking.6) CThe in this question phrase in an attempt to ensure that no one finds evidence, a phrase that explains why Dean is trying to do
something. When someone wants to make sure no one finds the find He's trying to hide it. The missing word must, therefore, mean to hide. Since hiding means hiding or not being seen, the option (C) is correct. (A) it is not true because cursing means expressing complete disapproval of something. This didn't work because nothing in the prompt implied that Dean disapproved of
the evidence, as it simply stated that he wanted to make sure that no one found it. (B) it is not true because sanctifying means making something sacred. This didn't work because there wasn't in the promptimplies that Dean made holy evidence, because it just stated that he wanted to make sure that no one found it. (D) is not true because an inmate means declaring a person
guilty of a crime. The evidence cannot be found guilty, so this choice makes no sense. (E) is not true because contemplating means thinking of something. This doesn't work because there's nothing in the promptimplies that Dean thinks about the evidence, because it simply states that he wants to make sure that no one finds it.7) The main clues in this question are the word and,
that connects the two parts of the sentence that state similar information. This means that the action mentioned in the first part of the sentence is the same as that mentioned in the second part. Since the act is referred to as blatant later in the sentence, the missing word must also mean blatantly. Overt means blatant or done orshown openly, so option (B) is correct. (A) not true
because clandestine means secret or surreptitious. This is the opposite of the right choice, because clandestine is the opposite of blatant. (C) wrong because inconspicuous means it cannot be tainted. It doesn't work because it's not conspicuously inconspicuously inconspicuous. (D) is wrong because ambiguous means are unclear or open to multiple interpretations. It doesn't work
because the ambiguity is not synonymous with overtness. (E) is incorrect because small means small or insignificant. This doesn't work because petty is not synonymous with blatant. 8) The main clue in this question is a semicolon, which is used to logically connect the associated independent clauses. This means that the two clauses here state the same thing, so the kind of
insight ginsberg's poetry offers is related to the depth his writings give. Thus, the missing word must mean in. Because it is deeply meaningful in or intense, option (A) is © Copyright Read Theory LLC, 2012. All rights reserved. 3(B) is not true because scholars mean related to academia or study. Although Ginsberg's poetry can be seen in an ascolarly way, it does not set the
logical parallel relationship to be as deep as it is by the key phrase prompt. (C) is incorrect because it is vaguely confidential, ambiguous, or mysterious. Nothing in the prompt implies that Ginsberg's poems are ambiguous or not true because superficial means shallow or external. This is the opposite of the deep understanding described by the prompt. (E) is incorrect because
superficial means shallow or not deep. This is the opposite of the deep understanding described by prompt.© Copyright Read Theory LLC, 2012. All rights reserved. 4 4
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